
Scrubber dryer

RA 435 IBC
The compact and intelligent machine design is aimed at the daily cleaning of retail stores, 
hotels, offices and workshops. The self-explanatory and ergonomic operation of the RA 
435 IBC can be integrated and used in the cleaning team in a versatile and efficient way.

Compact, agile, Cleanfix
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Due to the effective curved suction nozzle as well as the simple water regulation you will achieve a perfect cle-
aning result on all hard floors. You can also adjust the suction power by 3 positions according your needs. The 
750 W powerful brush motor and the ergonomic, easy adjustable handle are further plus points. 
With the intelligent accessories such as the hook for the brush and the transport wheel for easy transfer and 
parking of the machine, you have everything you need.

Technical data

Power supply 24 V DC

Power brush motor 750 W

Power suction motor 450 W

Vacuum  50/130 mbar

Fresh water tank 36 Liter

Dirty water tank 40 Liter

Working width 43 cm

Suction nozzle width 76 cm

Productivity rate  
theoretical 1750 m²/h

Autonomie  Normal 2h 15 min 
 Eco  2h 45 min

Brush pressure 36 kg

Brush speed 160 ¹/min

Weight 146 kg

Measurements (l/w/h) 95x43x78 cm

Noise level  from 65 dBA

Scope of delivery

433.059 Scrubbing brush PPN 0,6

432.559 Suction nozzle curved  
 standard

694.323.5 Pad blue (5 pcs.)

694.324.5 Pad brown (5 pcs.)

694.325.5 Pad black (5 pcs.)

694.327 Micro fibre pad

742.059 Scrubbing brush PPN 0,6

742.0595K Scrubbing brush 5K

742.073  Exposed aggregate  
 pavement brush 

742.076  Silicium carbid brush

Special accessories

500.092 Set of gel batteries, 12V/ 85Ah 
 (C5) (330x171x236 mm)

681.000 Filling up hose for fresh  
 water, 2m

 Rubber blades: 
435.083 oil/grease resistant, curved  
435.080LT  standard, curve 

435.070  Driving disc

694.321.5 Pad white (5 pcs.)

694.322.5 Pad red (5 pcs.)

Optional

435.243  Brush holder

435.370 Transport wheel  
 attachment

435.410 Water suction set

Water suction set with hose 
and telescopic tube (optional)

Large dirty water tank with 
efficient motor protection 
thanks to float system

Brush holder (optional) Transport wheel for easy 
transfer (optional)

Water regulation Filling hole for fresh water tankErgonomic, easy adjustable 
handle with suction nozzle 
lift-off

Digital display, 3 positions for 
suction power
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